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Abstract: An electrically tunable prism grating based on homogeneously aligned liquid crystals (LCs) with a 
poly(N-vinyl carbazole) alignment layer was experimentally analyzed in this study. The gradient refractive index of 
the LC film was obtained using a conductivity-gradient electrode-like grating pattern of a poly(N-vinyl carbazole) 
alignment layer. The application of the DC electric field yields an asymmetric diffraction pattern. The dependence 
of the grating period on the prism effect was also discussed.  
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1. Introduction 

Liquid crystal (LC) beam steering devices have 
received considerable interest because of their 
applications in optical interconnects, optical 
communications, projection displays, optical data 
storage, and optical switches [1–10]. Patterned 
electrodes and photomasks are often used to fabricate 
the beam steering devices. One common drawback of 
these devices is the complexity of fabrication. Prism 
gating has shown better potential among the beam 
steering devices because of its high diffraction 
efficiency, highly asymmetric diffraction pattern, and 
simplicity of fabrication. A well-designed prism 
grating ideally attains 100% diffraction efficiency for 
the first-order beam. Hence, LC prism gratings are 
potential materials for beam steering. 

This study presents an LC prism grating using a 
homogeneously aligned LC cell with a poly(N-vinyl 
carbazole) alignment layer. The gradient refractive 
index of the LC film is obtained by a conductivity-
gradient electrode-like grating pattern of the polymer 
layer with a uniform UV light through a periodic 
photomask. The dependence of the grating period on 
the prism effect are also discussed [11–18]. 
 
2. Experimental 
Sample preparation 

Electrically tunable prism gratings were 
fabricated based on homogeneously aligned LCs with 
a poly(N-vinyl carbazole) alignment layer (Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1(a) shows the chemical structure of poly(N-
vinyl carbazole), a transparent thermoplastic material 
with good thermal stability. Pure poly(N-vinyl 
carbazole) is a good insulator in the dark and under 
visible light illumination, which is photoconductive 
upon exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light. Periodically 

grayscale photomasks have strip widths of 150, 200, 
250, and 300 m [Fig. 1(b)]. A UV light with an 
intensity of ~8 mW/cm2 illuminates a poly(N-vinyl 
carbazole) alignment layer for ~8 h. Indium tin oxide 
glass substrates were separated by  25 m plastic 
spacers and were combined to produce a sample cell. 
E7 LCs were injected into each cell to form LC prism 
gratings [Fig. 1(c)]. 

 

 
(a)                                      (b) 

 

 
(c) 

Fig. 1 Fig. 1. (a) Chemical structure of poly(N-vinyl 
carbazole); (b) electrically tunable prism gratings 
based on homogeneously aligned LCs with a poly(N-
vinyl carbazole) layer; (c) electrically tunable prism 
grating. 
 
Experimental setup 

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for 
measuring the asymmetric diffraction intensities of 
the 0th, +1st, and –1st orders. The diffracted signals 
were probed using a He–Ne laser ( = 633 nm). 
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup for the measurement of 
asymmetric diffraction intensities. Abbreviations: P, 
polarizer; λ/2, half-wave plate; D, photodetector. 
 
 
3.Results and discussion 

Figure 3 shows the variations in the first-order 
diffraction efficiency (η) of the LC prism grating 
with an increased DC voltage; the parameters were 
initially set to V = 0 and η = 0%, respectively. 
Increasing the applied voltage to 2.5 V allows the 
measurement of η; the latter significantly increases 
from 5 V to 15 V, and reaches a maximum value of 
~62% at 15 V. η gradually decays and the prism 
grating effect decreases when the applied voltage 
exceeds 15 V because the LC gradient reorientation 
gradually disappears. 

 
 

 
Figure 3 Variations in the first-order diffraction 
efficiency (η) of the LC prism grating with increasing 
DC voltage. 

 
 
Figure 4 depicts the dependence of grating 

period on η. As the narrow stripe (150 m) on the LC 
prism grating, η is about 58.7 %. η increases for 
grating periods less than 250 m, and then decreases 
when the grating period is 300 m, which is too wide. 
Maximum η occurs at 250 m. 
 
 
 

4. Conclusion 
This study proposed an electrically tunable 

prism grating based on homogeneously aligned LCs 
with a poly(N-vinyl carbazole) alignment layer. 
Variations in η for the LC prism grating with 
increased DC voltage were shown. η increases from 
5 V to 15 V, and reaches a maximum value of 62% at 
15 V. Furthermore, a grating period of 250 µm yields 
the maximum value of η. 

 
 

Figure 4 Dependence of grating period on η. 
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